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Abstract: Changes in the Code of administrative abuse, power consumption and power source registration,
production and use of effectively power consuming goods, requirements to the switching heat recovery
devices buildings, the switching heat recovery devices research, the switching heat recovery devices
information encouragement, the switching heat recovery devices of budget institutions, are the measures taken
to boost the power use effectiveness after adoption of # 261-FZ. The law envisages introduction of effective
the switching heat recovery devices instrumentation into the heat supply system to assure the saving of power
resources. Authors endeavor to analyze the available instruments and technologies of creating environment
friendly microclimate interaction order to regenerate the heat power and to use it for ventilation and reduction
of exhaust into the environment by developing efficient regenerative heat exchangers.
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INTRODUCTION multiflat house, the constructor and the house owner

The review of legislation in the switching heat house front wall.
recovery devices sphere shows the following. The Under the civil code, the constructor should specify
Federations Council approved by No 261-FL “The power the energy effectiveness in the guarantee for 5 years after
saving, promotion of energy effectiveness and commissioning. The owners of buildings and structures
amendments of individual RF legislative acts” [1]. The law throughout the entire life should both maintain the energy
is intended to replace the obsolete law of 1996. the draft effectiveness indicators and to implement their
bill approved in the first reading in the fall of 2008 became improvement measures. It is the obligation of the person
the subject of all-sided criticisms, primarily because of the responsible for the living house maintenance. Once in five
rigid requirements to assuring the energy saving of years the energy effectiveness indicators should be
buildings and structures which, if the execution is treaded revised to improve them.
formally, would require an application of some sort of The bodies supplying power resources should
‘energy police’. The routine of supervising the energy annually propose the energy saving measures, indicating
saving of buildings and structures was outlined in a possible financing sources, to living house, garden plot,
separate article. The requirements comprised the following cottage owners.
effectiveness indicators:

The object in general; Assurance: The task of civil designers, civil construction
The architecture and planning; and erection bodies should, in addition to simply
The components of building and structures and constructing buildings with living flats, offices, study
materials and technologies. rooms, sporting and shopping floor spaces and other

The project documentation should include an energy The construction division responsible for the microclimate
effectiveness section. The state construction supervision maintenance with optimal indoor air parameters should
bodies are to rate the energy effectiveness class of a also provide heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

should indicate the energy effectiveness class on the

The Energy Saving Problem and Indoor Microclimate

facilities,  provide  them  with  a favorable microclimate.
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The heating, ventilation and air conditioning substances [2]. Another negative factor is that the
consume power. In accordance with the Federal Law indoors are aired through open windows in the wintertime,
‘Energy saving and improvement of energy effectiveness’ the  incoming  air  has  negative temperature causing
dated 23.11.2009 No 261-FL, energy saving measures higher heat power consumption with the risk of flue and
should cover these systems. fever.

Sometimes the heating is paid more attention when This disadvantages show that specialists in
creating the indoor comfortable environment. The priority seemingly adjacent spheres work in disagreement diving
tasks of heating specialists are to create and maintain a deeper into their own domains. The plastic windows solve
definite indoor air temperature. They should strive to heat certainly a number of essential challenges and create new
the premises to the needed temperature and do their best ones. Therefore, the specialists face the challenge to
to prevent heat losses. To reduce them, enclosures develop the way of solving the emerging challenges.
should be improved in all possible ways. Unfortunately, At present the intake valves solve the challenge of
the improvements may be sometimes wasteful. Sometimes, airing living and public buildings. These valves are
the merits conceal considerable misses which impair divided into window and wall ones.
normal system functions and need extra perfection. The Our harsh wintertime feature the temperature drops
example is plastic windows for living and public houses much below than the valves can withstand and indoors
meant to save power. can become too chill, naturally the supply valve to save

Certainly, the plastic windows have many merits enough heat to warm the supplied air.
proving the extensive application of this glazing way at
present. Their merits are noise protection because they Discussion of the Heat Recovery Problem: The above
bar noise well, as well as burglary because they make challenge can be solved by incorporating heat exchangers
houses safer, protect from wind, in other words, they into the supply valves. The heat exchanger can heat the
make windows absolutely air tight without any holes supply air to prevent its indoor excessive chilling and
letting air inside. This way of glazing has its save power at once. This article implies the heat
disadvantages too. exchangers which exchanges heat between two heat

When exploring the structure for losses, it has been carriers having different temperature. Figure 1 shows how
revealed  that the ventilation losses amount to 65-80%, heat exchangers are classified.
the enclosures would lose just 35-25%. Therefore, the The heat exchangers by their design features are
modern problem of ventilation is poor airing, divided into surface and mixing type exchangers. The heat
uncontrollable het losses when cold air enters, bulky air carrier of the surface type is enclosed by the hard surface
conduits making the interior bad looking and occupying which participates in heat exchange fully or partly. The
floor space, hard to control air heating and removing mixing type mix up directly the cold and hot carrier.
when wind changes speed. It can be resolved with energy The regenerative het exchangers operate in periods
saving devices airing the interior. or cycles, in other words, the heat exchanges flows wash

Review of Devices Making the Indoor Microclimate accumulating and providing heat. The regenerative heat
Comfortable  Observing  the  Effective  Legislation: exchangers used to utilize hat or cold are of the following
Living and public houses have mostly natural airing when types: first, stationary switching type, second, with
the supply and exhaust air exchange due to different rotating tip.
densities between indoor and outdoor air. The air is The mixing type has the following hot and cold
supplied by infiltration or airing, the air is exhausted carrier aggregate states: stem-liquid, liquid-gas. The water
through shafts mostly  arranged  in  water  closets  and vapor is injected directly into the steam-liquid heat
bath rooms. When windows are glazed with plastic they exchanger and heats the liquid. The mass exchange
are, as indicated above, are highly tight and make natural process evolves in the liquid-gas heat exchanger when
airing impossible. The air can be supplied only by airing water evaporates into gas or vice versa the gas
or by opening window panes and filter in, or the air enters condenses into water.
indoor through slots in enclosures because they are not At present more sophisticated devices are available
absolutely tight. The result of such lacking tightness is than supply valves. They comprise heat exchangers of
excessive carbon dioxide and other pollutants indoors, various types. Mainly they are recuperative heat
high humidity, accumulation of allergens, fungi and other exchangers,  while regenerative heat exchangers are fewer.

in alternation one and the same surface and the tip body
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Fig. 1: Classes of heat exchangers

The mixing heat exchangers are rare and never used for the recuperative heat exchanger and orifices to suck in
ventilation because the heat exchange media should be, and eject outer and inner air. The TeFo recuperator has
as a rule, should never be in direct contact and their use forced ventilation with fans, the shell-and-tube
is limited by the cases when heat exchange is superposed recuperator uses natural airing with a deflector.
by the provision of mass exchange between media. The regenerative heat recovery devices are another

At present the following airing devices are available: trend of heat exchangers for ventilation. Like the
Lossnay VL Mitsubishi Electric (Japan), M-WRG Meltem ventilation heat recuperators, the regenerative heat
GmBH (Germany), DL 60 WR Glen Dimplex GmBH recovery devices are centralized and independent. The
(Germany), EcoVent KWL EC Helios Ventilatoren GmBH independent heat recovery devices are stationary
(Germany). However, the western market described in [3], switching devices which act as regenerative heat recovery
[4] offers no solutions to suit the Russian climate. The devices. The switching heat recovery devices have
available heat exchangers are cumbersome to fit into living gained popularity abroad (see works [6], [7]), but the
flats property fail at the temperature below -10°C. These available foreign-made devices freeze at a low outdoor
heat exchangers too are costly and possess insufficiently temperature making them utterly unfit for Russian
effective energy saving. conditions. The multipurpose heat recovery device

The improved heat exchanger is air heat recuperators. broadly popular here [8] has the design similar to foreign
These devices use the heat of the air removed from the counterparts [9], [10], but it withstands and operates
premise to add to the supplied air. There are many home effectively in the Russian climate. It is usually wall
and foreign made recuperators. Mostly they are mounted and is provided with the recuperative adapter,
centralized heat recuperators are used exclusively in the the reversible fan and electrically driven valve.
central supply and exhaust ventilation. But living and Therefore,  the  air  heat  recuperators  became
public premises are unfit to use such ventilation; broadly popular in this country because they are easy to
therefore, decentralized recuperators are particularly mount and maintain. The regenerative heat recovery
noteworthy. The foreign made decentralized recuperators devices  have  a  high enough degree of energy saving
can not be used in the harsh wintertime in this country. and the most sophisticated models save up to 85%,
The  home  made  decentralized   recuperators   is  the implying that so much heat can be recovered for indoor
plate-type recuperator [5] and the shell-and-tube TeFo use. That is why the regenerative heat recovery devices
recuperators. These recuperators process air at a rather have a considerable potential for progress and
low temperature. They are wall-, window-mounted or have improvement.
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Notwithstanding the merits of the regenerative heat adapter surface. The larger the contact area, the more heat
recovery devices, their designs feature a number of the adapter accumulates and regenerates. Therefore, the
structural disadvantages. One problem is that to mount challenge is to design the adapter so that it has the
the device needs a rather large through passage in the utmost possible contact area. This effect is achievable in
wall; it is not always convenient or tolerable. two ways: to extend the adapter or redesign it.

To fix wall passages, the design should be The method in [11] was used to compare the heat
scrutinized how to replan the premise so that it reflects by recovery device with the regenerative adapter by
all means the changes in the initial flat or office estimating the hydrodynamic effectiveness of the adapter
configuration. Than the approval of the housing heat exchanging surface.
inspection should be obtained with all permitting The heat exchanging surface design from the energy
documents and the construction progress log. After the viewpoint can be characterized by the ratio between the
work is completed, the reconstruction statement should heat quantity Q passed through this heat exchanging
be drawn and new documents are to be obtained from the surface and the energy N expended by the moving heat
housing inventory inspection. It uses a very time carrier to overcome resistance to motion [11]:
consuming routine for erecting this device in the existing
building. (1)

The design matter of such devices is treated in a
number of patents of the Vologda state university which where V – the heat carrier consumption, m /s; F - heat
detail the recuperative and regenerative heat exchangers. exchanging surface area, m ;  – heat transfer coefficient,
The tests have manifested high effectiveness of the W/ (m •C); P – hydrodynamic resistance to heat carrier
regenerative methods of warm air heat recovery. The motion in respect to heat exchanging surface, Pa.
adapter used in the heat recovery devices is little effective The total effective cross-section of the adapter
given its small size to prove heat exchange in the channels F =f F  is determined by the product the
buildings being designed. specific effective cross-section f , m /m , taken times the

Therefore, the challenge is to develop an effective cross-section of the adapter chamber F , m . at a given
adapter in the heat exchanger of the regenerative size of the adapter camber F , m  the adapter length l, m,
reversible heat recovery device. To improve the adapter yields V = F l. The full adapter heat exchanging surface
and make it of the proper quality, a composite is proposed F is determined by the product of heating surface per
including two different materials one highly heat volume unit, m \m  [11].
conductive, the other with high heat capacity. The Then the calculation is performed with the following
composite material implies a man-made inhomogeneous formulas:
continuous material of two components with the distinct
interface boundary in between. (2)

The heat capacity influences the degree of the
passing air heat accumulation by the adapter; the heat
conductivity depends on the heating rate of the outdoor
air by the adapter. At present the composite adapters are
not used in the switching heat recovery devices. A metal
possesses high heat conductivity and a liquid posses a
high heat capacity. The metal is easily machineable and (3)
used extensively to produce various structures. The liquid
is preferable as the material of high heat conductivity The comparison has revealed that the designed
because it is easily adapted to the volume of the premise regenerative adapter with the heat exchanging surface
accommodating it. But in this case the liquid should freeze area  F =  0.0942 m  and the heat conductivity coefficient
at a low temperature. = 237 W/m°C has the value E = 80533694 and the heat

Therefore, the challenge is to explore the exchange adapter at F = 12.96 m and = 0.4 W/m°C has
effectiveness of the composite adapter in switching heat the value A = 4995202. Therefore, the composite adapter
recovery devices at low temperature within a limited heat is more effective from the heat exchanging surface
exchange area. The adapter design effectiveness depends hydrodynamic assessment than the recuperative heat
on the area of contact between the passing air and the exchanging adapter.
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